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BBIX Launches New IX Point “BBIX Tokyo 6” at
SoftBank Maruyama Cable Landing Station
Connects through the shortest path between East Asia and the West Coast of the United States

BBIX Inc. (“BBIX”), the Internet exchange (IX) business arm of the SoftBank Group, today announced the
launch of a new IX point “BBIX Tokyo 6” that will start operations in April 2017.
“BBIX Tokyo 6” will be located in the SoftBank Corp.-owned SoftBank Maruyama Cable Landing Station
(Hereafter “Maruyama CLS”) in Minamiboso City, Chiba Prefecture. BBIX will provide IX services that offer
access to direct peering* for global telecom operators, Internet service providers (ISPs), cloud service
providers, data enter operators and content providers between East Asia and the West Coast of the United
States via Maruyama CLS.
Maruyama CLS is in the middle of the Great Circle Route between Asia and the West Coast of the United
States, a path that marks the shortest distance between these locations. Against this background,
Maruyama CLS has a geographically unique position that has made it one of the major facility hubs for
international submarine cable systems. Because there are no IX points at Maruyama CLS, almost all Internet
providers based in Asia are forced to use IX points in Hong Kong or the West Coast of the United States
across the Pacific Ocean despite the optimal location of Maruyama CLS. Now BBIX is arranging multiple
100Gbps circuits to connect “BBIX Tokyo 6” with five other IX points operated by BBIX*. Furthermore,
customers who connect to “BBIX Tokyo 6” will be able to achieve direct connectivity with more than 100
other operators who connect to BBIX at one of five other IX points in the Tokyo Metro area without having
to worry about higher backhaul costs.
*“BBIX Tokyo 1”, “BBIX Tokyo 2”,”BBIX Tokyo 3”, “BBIX Tokyo 4”, “BBIX Tokyo 5”

BBIX aims to contribute to customers’ business development between East Asia and the United States, and
to the growth of Tokyo and Japan as a major international telecommunication hub.

■Service image of “BBIX Tokyo 6”

■”BBIX Tokyo 6” outline
1． Service location
Minamiboso City, Chiba Prefecture, Japan
2． Offered services
“IX Connect Service Lite”
A mutual interconnection point for traffic exchange between users such as Internet service providers
(ISPs), data center operators, educational institutions, corporations and others is offered.
Offer Price

(Please contact our Sales team)

Port Type

1G Ethernet / 10G Ethernet

Optional Service

Link Aggregation
Route Server
VLAN

■About BBIX
Company Name:
URL:
Head Office:
Representative:
Date of Est.:
Capital:
Shareholder:
Business:

-

BBIX, Inc.
http://www.bbix.net/en/
1-9-1 Higashi Shimbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Keiichi Makizono, President & CEO
June 13, 2003
100 million yen
100% owned by SoftBank Corp.
Telecommunications operator under Japan’s Telecommunications Business Act;
leasing, maintenance & management of telecommunications equipment; development,
sales, maintenance & management of computer hardware/software

Service names listed in this press release are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective
companies.
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